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DISCOVERY OF RAPID OSCILLATIONS IN HD 218994GONZ�ALEZ, J. F.1; HUBRIG, S.2; SAVANOV, I.31 Complejo Astron�omio El Leonito, Casilla 467, 5400 San Juan, Argentina; e-mail: fgonzalez�asleo.gov.ar2 European Southern Observatory, Casilla 19001, Santiago, Chile3 Armagh Observatory, College Hill, Armagh, BT61 9DG, Northern IrelandAsteroseismology has the potential to provide new insights into the physis of stellarinteriors. Among the most promising objets that an be studied through this tehniqueare the rapidly osillating Ap (roAp) stars. These pulsate in high-overtone, low-degree,nonradial p-modes, with periods in the range 6{21 min. Our previous study (Hubrig etal., 2000) disussed the relationship between the roAp stars and the non-osillating Ap(noAp) stars and onluded that the noAp stars are, in general, slightly more evolvedthan the roAp stars. The Ap Sr star HD 218994 was heked photometrially for thepresene of rapid osillations in the Cape Survey, but no osillations have been detetedby Martinez & Kurtz. This star was previously inluded in the sample of non-pulsatingbinary Ap stars studied by Hubrig et al. (2000). We have been granted one hour ofUVES high time resolution observations of this star at ESO VLT on Cierro Paranal onNovember 15, 2006 and were able to obtain 15 spetra with exposure times of 3 minand a sampling of 3.7 min, taking into aount the CCD readout time. To searh forpulsational line variability, we alulated the average spetrum of the observed 15 spetraand subtrated it from the original spetra. In Fig. 1 we present the behaviour of thespetral pro�le of the Nd III line at � 6327 and its standard deviations. Similar variationswere also found for the Pr III lines at � 6053 and � 6090.It was already shown in numerous studies that rare elements have higher amplitudesin roAp stars ompared to lines of Fe-peak elements (e.g. Kurtz, Elkin & Mathys 2005).We also note that the mean RV for di�erent elements is di�erent, indiating the preseneof hemial inhomogeneities on the stellar surfae. Our analysis of RV variations of theNd III line indiates two pulsation periods: one period of 5.1 min with an amplitude of516 m/s and another one of 13.9 min and an amplitude of 497 m/s. It is very likely thatone of these peaks is an alias. The amplitude spetrum of the radial veloity variationsis presented in Fig. 2.We note that a longer time series with better temporal resolution is needed for a arefulidenti�ation of the prinipal frequeny and a searh for the presene of other pulsationfrequenies. To on�rm the deteted spetrosopi variation period, we searhed for aperiodiity in the photometri data using Hipparos and ASAS photometri databases.Indeed, also the photometri data show a sinusoidal variation with a period idential tothe spetrosopi period, P=5.1 min, and an amplitude of 0.005 mag. In Fig. 3 we presentboth the RV variations of the Nd III line and the ASAS light urve.The star HD 218994 beomes now the 36th star known to be a roAp star.
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Figure 1. The behaviour of the pro�le of the Nd III line at � 6327. In the top part we present thestandard deviation and in the bottom the observed variations of this line.

Figure 2. The amplitude spetrum of the radial veloity variations of the Nd III line at � 6327.
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Figure 3. RV urve of the Nd III line at � 6327 (upper panel) and photometri data from the ASASdatabase phased with the period P=5.1 min (lower panel).
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